GRATING MACHINERY

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY

Clifford Machines & Technology has a proud tradition of almost 50 years of producing
affordable, reliable, innovative and productive capital equipment to markets throughout the
world.
Our core customer philosophy is to create meaningful and mutually beneficial relationships
with our customers and enter into long term sustainable partnerships engendering trust, respect,
growth, and profitability. Many of our customers who have joined the Clifford Family have
rewarded our focus to this philosophy by ordering multiple machines from us over the years.
Clifford is proud to be the acknowledged market leader in the design and manufacture of
Grating Welding solutions.

INNOVATION
Advanced welding systems
Low power consumption
Quick set up times
Multiple configurations
Online system monitoring

ENGINEERING
Modular design
Upgradeable
Robust construction
Continuous production
Low maintenance

FLEXIBILITY
Component tracability
Remote diagnostics
Worldwide technical service
Full documentation & manuals

SUPPORT
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Clifford as the leading supplier of

grating welder equipment throughout the
world, has a wide range of grating welders
and options available. The final welder
configuration will depend very much on
customer grating requirements and budget.
The two main welders supplied are the Model
GW and Model GWE grating welders. The
GW is capable of welding a full range from
light to heavy gratings while the GWE is more
suited to lighter standard gratings. The Model
GWEF welder is specifically designed for
fence and architectural gratings.

Each machine has numerous options
dependant on customer output requirements
as well as additional modules which can
assist with productivity and material handling.

All Clifford grating welders are able to
handle smooth and serrated load bars and
twisted square, round and ribbed cross wire.
Carbon steel and stainless steel processing
option are available.

Clifford is the acknowledged world

wide market leader in grating welder
equipment and standard with any purchase of
their welders comes not only a technically
superior and robust machine capable of quick
changeovers, high output and simple
operation, but also our knowledge and
standing of the world wide grating market
and best practices regarding grating
manufacture and process flow.
Off coil load bar and off coil cross wire
options are available as well as fully
automated changeover systems.
Welding transformers include AC, DC and
Wave Synthesis balanced systems.

Technical Specifications
Load bar thickness
Load bar height
Grating panel length
Grating panel width
Cross wire diameter
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2  12mm
19  130mm
up to 8m
500  1800mm
3  12mm

Clifford provides numerous ancillary
machines to complement their range of
grating welders including:

..
..

Automatic edge band welders
Serration lines
Twisted square lines
Grating saws and shears

Please note that all product specifications, technical data and pictures within this brochure may change due to continued improvement to our
machines.
If your product requirement is outside the stated figures within this brochure, please contact us to find out how your product can be
accommodated.
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